We deal with the computational determination of the electronic structure and properties of lanthanide ions in complexes and extended structures having open-shell f and d configurations. Particularly we present conceptual and methodological issues based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) enabling the reliable calculation and description of the f → d transitions in lanthanide doped phosphors. We consider here the optical properties of the Pr 3+ ion embedded into various solid state fluoride host lattices, for the 10 prospection and understanding of the so-called quantum cutting process, being important in the further quest of warm-white light source in light emitting diodes (LED). We use the conceptual formulation of the revisited ligand field (LF) theory fully compatibilized with the quantum chemistry tools: LFDFT. We present methodological advances for the calculations of the Slater-Condon parameters, the ligand field interaction and the spin-orbit coupling constants, important in the non-empirical parameterization of the 15 effective Hamiltonian adjusted from the ligand field theory. The model shows simple procedure using less sophisticated computational tools, which is intended to contribute to the design of modern phosphors and to help to complement the understanding of the 4f n → 4f n-1 5d 1 transitions in any lanthanide system.
Introduction
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The analysis of the f → d electric dipole allowed transitions in lanthanide compounds has been the subject of tremendous interest amongst spectroscopists and theoreticians for a long time. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] The application relevance of this issue is related to the functioning of lanthanide ions in light emitting diodes (LED) in 25 order to generate domestic lighting. Nowadays the ban on the incandescent light bulbs being effective, artificial white light source is for instance obtained by the combination of a gallium nitride blue LED with an inorganic phosphor, i.e. a luminescent material such as the system yttrium aluminium garnet Y 3 Al 5 O 12 30 (YAG) doped with Ce 3+ ion. 1 However, the f → d transitions obtained in this way are rather limited to the yellowish emission of Ce 3+ combined with the blue emission of the LED. Therefore the generated white light looks always bluish cold. The concept of warm-white light is introduced in order to improve and to 35 adjust the spectrum of known inorganic phosphors to match qualitatively the solar day light. A LED coated with two or three different phosphors aside the available Ce 3+ -doped yellow phosphor should be an appropriate choice to generate the future warm-white light. In this context the interest on the Pr 3+ ion, 40 which emits red light leading to the warm impression, is becoming stronger. Phosphors with Pr 3+ ion are already in the spotlight of nowadays experimental studies. The chemical and physical stabilities of the materials, the efficiency of the visible light emission are currently 45 investigated 6 even through the synthesis and preparation of the materials remains problematic due to availability and cost prices, which have to be considered. On the other hand, theoretical modelling offers a complementary vision, since its application does not require any laborious experiments and costly equipment, 50 the computational experiments saving time by valuable preamble prospection and offering causal insight in the property design goals. Theoretical studies include for instance: the modelling of the solid state crystal structure doped with the Pr 3+ ion, in order to 55 make explicit the possibility of lattice or local disorder of the doped materials; 7 the determination of the electronic structure of the Pr 3+ ion surrounded by the ligands system; the prediction of the optical properties, which can be directly compared to the experimental data or can be prospectively used to the design of 60 new phosphors. It is also of great importance to illustrate the theoretical results more conceptually toward crystal/ligand field theory, 8, 9 which as matter of principle gives a significant chemical insight, considering the theoretical support as a sort of black box. Nevertheless it is noteworthy to highlight the Amongst various theoretical approaches to the problem, including empirical fit of experimental data to phenomenological Hamiltonian 14, 15 to ab-initio methodologies, 10, 13 Density Functional Theory (DFT) offers a better compromise given the 20 acknowledged advantages of this frame in many applications. Moreover the particular procedure of controlling the spin and the orbital occupation schemes in DFT simplifies the computation and enables DFT to be the method of choice adapted to this particular problem. We have developed the Ligand Field DFT 25 (LFDFT) approach for the analysis of the spectroscopy and magnetic properties [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] of an ion centre surrounded by a ligand system, using the early concept of the multideterminental approach. 31 This multideterminental approach is based on the Average Of Configuration (AOC) occupation of the Kohn-Sham 30 orbital, when we are dealing with open-shell configurations. This procedure was recently extended to account for two-open-shell f and d electrons, 32 and has produced a good prediction of the f → d transitions in Ce 3+ and Pr 3+ -doped compounds. 32, 33 The crystal structures with fluoride ligands are mostly suitable for inorganic 35 phosphor candidates due to their relative stability and their ability to avoid phonons upon the f → d transitions, 6 ergo to dismiss radiationless transitions. While the Pr 3+ ion is doped into certain fluoride host lattices, a particular yet interesting optical phenomenon is experimentally observed, the so-called quantum 40 cutting process. 6, 34, 35 The exhibition of such an optical effect is due to the fact that the spectral terms originating from the 4f 2 and 4f 1 5d 1 electron configurations of the Pr 3+ are well separated on the energy scale, allowing a photon cascade emission. An overlap between both electron configurations is avoided insofar as the 45 excitation of the materials with a high energy photon gives rise to several emitted photons leading to a quantum yield far above 100 %. The phenomenology of the quantum cutting process itself is not always acquired, since it is strongly dependent on the chemical environment of the Pr 3+ ion. This chemical environment 50 induces the nephelauxetic effect, which is large on the 5d orbitals of the Pr 3+ ion but small for the 4f ones. The larger the nephelauxetic effect, the smaller is the difference between the average energy position of the 4f 2 , where we have misrepresented the energies of some spectral terms as stressed in ref. 32 . In the present work, we consider the determination of the Slater-Condon parameters directly from the radial functions of the 4f and 5d Kohn-Sham orbitals. This 70 methodological update solves the earlier problem, making now our methodology only dependent on the change of the DFT setting in the computational details and the nature 36 highlighted: first, the spherical symmetric interaction due to the inter-electron repulsion in the metal ion; secondly, the symmetry dependent ligand field interaction, which accounts for the influence of the chemical environment onto the metal ion, together with the spin-orbit coupling interaction.
The inter-electron interaction is determined from the two-electron repulsion integral,
where Ψ i denotes the multiplet wave function that belongs to a specific configuration. Considering the Green's function expansion of the r 12 −1 operator as described in most quantum 25 chemistry textbooks, 8, 9, 41 eq. 1 can be reformulated in terms of a product of an angular and a radial integrals. These two integrals are then solved using first appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the angular one and secondly, few parameters W k (k is an integer) because of the well known Slater's rules, for the 30 radial one, in their definition as Condon-Shortley radial parameters:
where R i (r) represent the radial functions of atomic shells and r < and r > are the lesser and greater of the distances r 1 and r 2 of two electrons from the nuclei. 41 The two-electron parameters 35 known as Slater-Condon parameters F k and G k according to the nature of the interaction to be Coulomb and exchange, respectively, are obtained from eq. 2 using the following relationships:
and 40 50 between the ground and the excited electron configurations. This parameter is composed from different contributions, which implies not only the two-electron repulsions F 0 in both electron configurations but also a one-electron part, i.e. kinetic plus electron-nuclear terms. For the sake of clarity, ( ff ) and ( fd) 55 notations are added next to the parameters to emphasize the nature of the parameters to originate from the ground or excited electron configuration of the lanthanide ion, respectively. The evaluation of Eq. 2 has already been discussed earlier in the work of Morrison and Rajnak. 44 Using Hartree-Fock method, high 60 overestimation of the parameters were obtained. Therefore it was stated that a proper evaluation of Eq. 2 requires electron correlation via configuration interaction between the 4f shell of lanthanides with inner shells, which is in a certain way retrieved in the frame of our multideterminental DFT based on hybrid B3LYP functional. The ligand field interaction, which considers the one-electron part, takes full account for the lowering of the symmetry due to the chemical environment of the lanthanide ion. There are several conventions for the interpretation of the ligand field interaction.
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42 70 The classical approach is to represent the ligand field potential in the basis of spherical harmonic functions, taking into account the position of the ligands in the coordination sphere of the lanthanide ion. In this formulation, the well-known Wybournenormalized crystal field parameters B q k , 43 which are in general 75 complex numbers to be placed in front of the spherical harmonic functions or can be reformulated as real if the expansion is converted to real-type harmonics, is used. Within the manifold of the merged 4f and 5d orbitals of the lanthanide ion, there are 28
ones and 21 inter-shell B q k ( fd) terms. The count of parameters is obtained considering the q index running on the 2k+1 components for the k = 0, 2, 4, 6 for the ( ff ) case, for the k = 0, 2, 4 for the (dd) case and for the k = 1, 3, 5 in the inter-shell block. In the one-shell case the k = 0 component which accounts 85 for an overall shift of the energy scheme, is dropped by a conventional placement of the LF split with the centre of gravity in the zero-energy point. However, in two-shell problems at least one zero-order parameters should be kept to represent the f-d gap in the one-electron parameterization. In certain circumstances 90 many of Wybourne parameters may vanish due to symmetry constrains. For instance in a ligand field of D 4d symmetry a limited number of B q k parameters remains, such as the
and B 0 5 ( fd) parameters. The labels ( f ) , (d) and ( fd) next to the 95 parameters emphasize the origin of the parameters to be a perturbation of the 4f, the 5d and both 4f, 5d orbitals of the lanthanide ion, respectively. The ligand field interaction can also be described with respect to the old Angular Overlap Model (AOM), 45, 46 requiring in the present case two-open-shell f and d.
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In this paper our theoretical work for the prediction of the f → d transitions involves four steps: (i) the determination of the geometry of the Pr 3+ -doped system using plane wave calculation involving the periodicity of the infinite crystal system; 105 (ii) the calculation of the Slater-Condon parameters using the radial function of the Kohn-Sham eigenfunction obtained from an AOC calculation. An AOC calculation is a molecular DFT calculation, which takes into account all interactions, i.e. overlap, plus electrostatic terms. (iv) the prediction of the f → d transitions diagonalizing the ligand field theory Hamiltonian suitable for our investigation.
Computational details
The DFT calculation reported in this paper have been carried out by means of the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF2010) 25 program package. 47, 48, 49 The LFDFT calculation has been performed using DFT calculations based on the hybrid B3LYP functional as it is implemented in the ADF program package 47, 48, 49 for the exchange and correlation energy and potential. We use the B3LYP in line with our earlier work 32 30 detailing the accuracy of the prediction in terms of the change of the exchange-correlation functional in the DFT setting. The molecular orbitals were expanded using a triple zeta STO basis sets plus two polarization functions (TZ2P+) for the Pr atom and plus one polarization function (TZP) for the F atom. Positive 35 point charges are taken into account in order to neutralize the highly negative charged structures obtained for the (PrF 8 ) 5- complex, using the Efield keyword available in the ADF program package. 47, 48, 49 These positive point charges are placed in the position of the next-nearest neighbours to mimic the crystal hosts. 40 The spin-orbit coupling constants were calculated for the 4f and 5d orbitals using the approach of ZORA relativistic available in the ADF program package. 47, 48, 49 The LFDFT calculation were achieved following the detailed procedure already described in ref. 32 where the most important step consists to the representation 45 of the density in a totally symmetric form using the approach of the AOC type calculation. Matlab/Octave codes for the LFDFT program together with the determination of the Wybournenormalized crystal field parameters from the ligand field matrix are available from the authors upon request. The geometrical 50 structure of surrounding atoms around the Pr 3+ impurity in the host lattice is obtained via periodical calculations by means of the VASP code, 50, 51 where the PBE exchange-correlation approximation 52 is used and the interaction between valuence and core electrons is emulated with the Projected Augmented Wave 55 method. 53, 54 External as well as semi-core states are included in the valence. A plane-waves basis set with a cutoff energy of 400 eV is used. Unit cells with a number of atoms ranging from 88 to 144 were simulated, which were found to be large enough to led to negligible interactions between the periodic images of the Pr 3+ 60 impurity. 3 k-points were included in each direction of the lattice, in order to reproduce its periodicity, and the atomic positions were allowed to relax until all forces were smaller than 0.005 eV/Å.
Results and Discussion
65
The conventional LFDFT procedure requires the calculation of the energies of all the Slater Determinants in the model space, i.e. the 4f n and 4f n-1 5d 1 . 32 Aiming to provide a perfect fit with 85 the experimental results and in order to guarantee a reliable prediction of the rather delicate f → d transitions in phosphors, we readapt the methodology taking advantages of the Kohn-Sham orbitals, which do also enable information about the two-electron repulsion in the double integration given in eq. 2. The evaluation 90 of this integration (eq. 2) can be solve within the same accuracy either numerically on a grid 55 or analytically 56 considering the radial function R i (r) as a linear combination of single-ζ Slater type orbitals (STO) functions R i (r,ζ i ) (eq. 5) available for instance in the ADF program package. 47, 48, 49 95
where c i,u stands for the linear combination coefficient in front of a STO P i (r,ζ i ) function (eq. 6),
and A i , n i and ζ  stand for the normalization factor, the principal quantum number and the screening parameter of the STO function, respectively. Within basic mathematical operations, the 100 calculation of the Slater-Condon parameters from Gaussian type orbitals (GTO) is also possible, showing this methodology to be not restricted to basis sets options. To illustrate our model, we present in Fig. 2 It is noteworthy to highlight that the graphical representations in Fig. 2 show r.R i (r) radial function, which gives more useful and handleable data not only for the numerical integration of eq. 2 but 25 also for the fitting to STO functions (eq. 5) we need for the analytical integration of eq. 2. The change of the 4f radial function from the free to coordinated Pr 3+ is almost negligible, in contrast to the 5d one (Fig. 2) , where a drastically change of its shape is observed. This is in line to the fact that the 4f orbitals are 30 well shielded by the outer shells, unlike the 5d ones. The 5d, which are much more diffuse establish stronger overlap with the ligand orbitals. given by Cowan. 41 The values from Table 1 are in the magnitude of the experimental fitted parameters. 57 The small discrepancy is conceived originated from the DFT setting in the computational details.
In fine the calculation of the Slater-Condon parameters in the way 45 presented in this work constitutes a considerable step in any conceptual formulation of the ever-modern ligand field theory along nowadays quantum chemistry tools. While working in the vicinity of our LFDFT developed approach, this methodological update will also help for the reliable determination of the 50 magnetic properties of lanthanide or transition metal complexes being currently popular in theoretical research. [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] The formulation of the ligand field interaction, which takes into account the presence of the ligands in the coordination sphere of the lanthanide, is also the subject of intense work. 32, 44 Here the 55 ligand field potential includes two distinct interactions the perturbation of the 4f and 5d orbitals of the lanthanide, respectively, leading to ligand field matrix of 12 by 12 elements. This ligand field interaction is parameterized by means of the Wybourne parameters, which in total involves 64 B q k 's as stated 60 in the method section. We calculate these B q k parameters for the Pr 3+ doped phosphors under consideration and we present the results in Table 2 . The zero-order B 0 0 present in both 4f and 5d perturbations are dropped since they already compose the ∆ 0 ( fd) parameter given in Table 1 The structures of the Pr 3+ ion surrounded by the eight fluoride ligands are obtained from plane-wave calculation taking into account the periodicity of the crystal structures by means of the VASP codes. 50, 51 The utility of the periodical calculation to obtain the local geometry around the lanthanide ion, especially in 5 the case of the doping sites, was discussed in a previous work 33 Our precedent work 33 dealing with the doping of Ce 3+ into Cs 2 NaYCl 6 showed that a selective cut of the crystal host implying further molecular DFT optimization of the geometry already gives good results suitable for the LFDFT calculation. 10 However the definition of this selective cut seems strongly dependent to the problem we are facing, knowing that the bigger is the cluster's size we cut from the crystal structure, the smaller is the difference in geometry between the molecular DFT optimization and the periodical calculation. We use the periodical 15 calculation exclusively for geometry concern since the corresponding code do not have the leverage for the further handling in the interest of the LFDFT modelling, such as generating the AOC orbitals. In the system CaF 2 :Pr where highly symmetrical objects are usually not acquired. In this 45 case, we obtain eight different coordinates and the molecular structure can be taken as a distortion of the earlier C 2 -doped phosphors, we consider as examples for the application of our model in the present work, are fascinating 55 since they are real systems, which illustrate the descent in symmetry of the ligand field potential from the O h to C 1 point groups removing step by step high order symmetry rotation axis, while the total number of fluoride ligands remains constant (eight). For any step in this descent in symmetry, we expect an 60 increase of the number of the B q k parameters involved in the ligand field potential ( The mixed B q k ( fd) parameters vanish in the ligand field potential due to the presence of the inversion centre symmetry operator forcing the 4f and 5d to possess opposite parity in O h (cf. Fig. 3 ). In the C 4v ligand field occurring in the KY 3 F 10 :Pr 3+ system, the 4f 25 and 5d orbitals of Pr 3+ split into a 1 , b 1 , b 2 , e, e and a 1 , b 1 , b 2 , e representative of the irreducible representations (irreps) of the C 4v point group, respectively (cf. Fig. 3) . A mixing of the 4f and 5d functions is expected when they belong to the same irreps as underlined by the appearance of the mixed 30 B q k ( fd) parameters in the potential (Table 2 ). These parameters are smaller if compared to the B q k (d) ones. One may perhaps neglect them in the potential because their small influence will be superseded by the large 4f-5d energy gap included in the ∆ 0 ( fd) parameter. Nevertheless they will surely affect the line intensities 35 of the calculated multiplet energy levels. The C 2 ligand field in BaY 2 F 8 :Pr 3+ yet differentiates two distinct irreps a and b in the potential (cf. Fig. 3 ). The B q k 's obtained for any odd q value are therefore zero because of the presence of the C 2 symmetry axis. 4 and C 2 axes, respectively, are set to the z-axis leading to the values in Table 2 . Any change of this orientation setting will transform the B q k 50 parameters scheme from the quantities in Table 2 to different ones. Some B q k parameters may appear or disappear accordingly. The eigenvalue of the ligand field potential are graphically represented in Fig. 3 (Fig. 1) . The AOM formalism implies particularly chemical bonding since its 80 parameters allow to determine the force of the ligands to make possible a σ or π bonding with the lanthanide ion. The AOM formalism is also used to be the method of choice relevant in the special case of low symmetry coordination, where it is known that the non-empirical calculation may sometimes fail to address.
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The AOM parameters belong to one specific ligand, they are also comparable, transferable and offer chemical insight.
The final stage of the LFDFT method consists to build the ligand field theory Hamiltonian in a cumulative sum of the influence of the inter-electronic repulsion Hamiltonian, the ligand field 5 potential and the spin-orbit coupling interaction parameterized with the values given in Table 1, Table 2 and the spin-orbit coupling constants, respectively. We obtain the spin-orbit coupling constants for the 4f and 5d orbitals from the approach of ZORA relativistic available in the ADF program package, 47,48,49 10 where we calculate average spin-orbit coupling constants (in cm -1 ) ζ 4 f = 710 and ζ 5d = 945 considering the four systems (Fig. 1 (Figure 4 (a) and ESI). There is therefore a shift of the energy about less than 3000 cm -1 or 15 nm 45 between the experimental and the theoretical results. This discrepancy between theoretical and experimental energies is due to the slight overestimation obtained for the DFT calculation, especially considering ligand field of the 4f and 5d of lanthanide. It is noteworthy that we produce here non-empirical 50 determination without any fitting to experimental measurements, enabling the calculation of quantum cutting process. This is because the highest energy level corresponding to the 4f 2 electron configuration of Pr 3+ (the 1 S 0 spectroscopic term) is above the lowest energy levels of the 4f 1 5d 1 (Fig 4) . Therefore the expected 55 cascade photon emission due to quantum cutting process will not be possible in such a situation. The optical behaviour of the systems still permits the red emission generally exhibited by the n → 4f n-1 5d 1 transitions in lanthanide doped into crystal host lattices, in order to understand the optical manifestation of new generation of LED phosphors. The method is particularly applied to understand the phenomenology of quantum cutting process in the optical properties of Pr 3+ -doped into various fluoride lattices. 35 We address the problem in a transparent and clear approach taking advantages of the facilities given by ligand field theory in conjunction with modern quantum chemistry tools. The LFDFT, once again presented in the framework of the DFT2013 meeting, shows here a useful tool providing reliable and accurate results in 40 the perspective to design the optical properties of materials by Density Functional Theory.
